Main-memory database systems for multicore servers can achieve excellent performance when processing massive volume of OLTP workloads. But crash-resilience mechanism, or namely loggingand-replay, can either degrade the performance of transaction processing or slow down the process of failure recovery. In this paper, we show that, by exploiting application semantics, it is possible to achieve speedy failure recovery without introducing any costly logging overhead to the execution of online transactions. We propose TARS, a parallel log-recovery mechanism that is specifically designed for lightweight, coarse-grained command-logging approach. TARS leverages a combination of static and dynamic analyses to parallelize the log replay: at compile time, TARS decomposes stored procedures by carefully analyzing dependencies within and across programs; at recovery time, a re-execution schedule with a high degree of parallelism is attained through lightweight one-pass scans over transaction parameter values. As such, recovery latency is remarkably minimized. We evaluated TARS in a main-memory database prototype running on a 40-core server. Compared to the state-of-the-art mechanisms, TARS yields significantly higher recovery rate without compromising the efficiency of transaction processing.
INTRODUCTION
The on-going evolution of modern computer architecture has led to the rapid development of main-memory database systems on commodity servers. By resolving potential performance bottlenecks such as disk accesses and centralized contention points, modern main-memory databases can power OLTP applications at very high throughput of millions of transactions per second on a multicore computing server [12, 14, 15, 33] .
However, system robustness can be the Achilles' heel of such databases. To preserve durability, a database system records transaction logs during execution to ensure that the database can be restored to a consistent state after a failure, with all the committed transactions reflected correctly.
Existing approaches for database logging can be broadly classified into two categories, each characterized by different performance emphasis. As a gold standard for durability, value logging, also known as ARIES logging, propagates every row-level modification issued from a transaction to the secondary storage prior to transaction commitment [20] . Such heavyweight, fine-grained approach can generate tens-of-gigabyte of logging data per minute, causing over 40% performance degradation for transaction execution in a fast main-memory database [19, 37] . However, from the perspective of system recovery, value-log replay can be easily performed in parallel, and the recovery time can be further reduced by applying the last-writer-wins rule (a.k.a. Thomas write rule [37] ). As an alternative to value-logging approach, command logging, also known as operation logging or logical logging, simply dumps transaction logic, including a transaction identifier and the corresponding query parameters, into persistent storage [19] . This coarse-grained strategy incurs low overhead to transaction processing, but can significantly slow down the recovery process due to high expense incurred by command-log replay. To achieve high performance in both transaction processing and failure recovery, recent efforts have largely focused on exploiting new hardware (e.g., non-volatile memory) to minimize the runtime overhead caused by value logging [13, 23, 34, 37] .
In this paper, we present TARS, a parallel log-recovery mechanism that is specifically designed for lightweight, coarse-grained command-logging approach. The design of TARS is inspired by two observations. First, modern database applications execute transactions by invoking predefined stored procedures [14, 21, 30, 32, 36] . This allows us to analyze the stored procedures to understand the application semantics. Second, transactions are re-executed in their original commitment order during log replay, which is determined prior to recovery. This essentially enables parallel commandlog replay by carefully leveraging the deterministic dependencies within and across transactions.
TARS models the command-log replay as a pipeline of deterministic dataflow processing. This is accomplished by incorporating a combination of static and dynamic analyses. At compile time, TARS conservatively decomposes a collection of stored procedures into multiple conflict-free units, which are organized into a precedence graph that captures potential happen-before relations at both program and database layers. This prior knowledge further leads to fast command-log replay with a very high degree of parallelism, by generating re-execution schedule through lightweight one-pass scans over transaction parameter values at recovery time.
Unlike many state-of-the-art database-recovery techniques [13, 23, 34, 37] , TARS does not make any assumption on the performance of the underlying hardware. It is also orthogonal to the storage models (e.g., row-based or column-based) and concurrencycontrol schemes (e.g., two-phase locking or timestamp ordering), and can be applied to many existing main-memory transactional database systems, such as Silo [33] and Hyper [15] . TARS's analysis approach also departs far from the existing, purely static, program partitioning and transformation techniques [7, 24, 25, 28] , in that TARS yields a program decomposition that is especially tailored for the execution of ordered transaction sequences, and higher degree of parallelism is attained by incorporating runtime information during failure recovery.
In contrast to the state-of-the-art command-logging recovery mechanism [19] that merely relies on partitioned data storage for parallelizing log replay (i.e., two command logs from different transactions accessing different data shards could be replayed in parallel), TARS is the first parallel recovery mechanism for lightweight command-logging scheme that goes beyond partitioned-data parallelism. Specifically, TARS innovates with a combination of static and dynamic analyses that enable multiple recovery operations to be parallelized even when accessing the same data shard.
We implemented and evaluated TARS in XDB, a main-memory database prototype developed in C++ that supports high-performance multicore transaction execution. By comparing TARS with the stateof-the-art database-recovery approaches on two popular benchmarks, we confirmed that TARS can yield significantly higher recovery rate without bringing any costly overhead to transaction processing.
We organize the paper as follows: Section 2 reviews the classic durability techniques for main-memory databases. Section 3 provides an overview of TARS. Section 4 demonstrates how TARS achieves fast failure recovery with a combination of static and dynamic analyses. We report extensive experiment results in Section 5. Section 6 reviews related works and Section 7 concludes this work.
DATABASE DURABILITY
A main-memory database employs checkpointing and logging mechanisms during transaction execution to avoid loss of committed transaction updates in the event of machine failure or power outage.
Checkpointing. A main-memory database periodically checkpoints its in-memory contents into secondary storage to bound the maximum failure-recovery time. Checkpointing can be made asynchronous, without blocking on-going transaction execution [14, 15, 37] . A possible approach to implementing such a mechanism is described as follows. Before starting the checkpointing phase, a signal is issued to set the database into a copy-on-write mode. On reaching a transaction-consistent state, the database then scans all the items in each table and propagates them into the underlying disk. Incoming transactions continue to be processed and all the write operations, including insert, update, and delete, are buffered into a temporary data structure. Once checkpointing completes, a merging phase begins to integrate all the buffered operations into the in-memory tables, and the database returns back to the normal operational mode. The checkpointing phase should be transactional, and incomplete checkpoints must be discarded entirely in order to preserve recovery consistency.
Logging. Database logging requires transaction changes to be recorded into secondary storage so that the effects of committed transactions persist even in the midst of machine crash. Existing logging mechanisms can be broadly classified into two categories: value logging and command logging. Value logging keeps track of the images of modified data before the update is reflected in the inmemory state. In contrast, command logging only records coarsegrained transaction logic, including the transaction identifier and the corresponding parameters, into secondary storage; updates of any aborted transactions are discarded without being persisted.
Failure recovery. A main-memory database masks outages using persistent checkpoints and log sequences. Once node failure occurs, the database reloads the most recent transaction-consistent checkpoint from the secondary storage. The reloading time is correlated to the checkpoint size and disk access speed, and parallelism is achieved by using multiple hard-drive disks or other new hardware. After checkpoint reloading completes, the database replays the durable log sequences according to the transaction commitment order, restoring every lost update issued by committed transactions.
Performance tradeoff. Based on existing logging-and-replay mechanisms, it is difficult to achieve high performance in both transaction execution and failure recovery in a main-memory database: fine-grained value logging lowers transaction rate since more data is recorded; coarse-grained command logging slows down failurerecovery phase as it incurs high computation overhead to replay the logs [19, 37] . As we shall see, our proposed TARS offers fast recovery without any runtime overhead.
TARS OVERVIEW
TARS aims at providing fast failure recovery for modern OLTP database systems that can execute transactions as stored procedures [14, 21, 30, 32, 36] . A stored procedure is modeled as a parameterized transaction template identified by a unique name that consists of a structured flow of database operations. For simplicity, we respectively abstract the read and write operations in a stored procedure as var←read(Tab, key) and write(Tab, key, val). Both operations search records in the table Tab using the candidate key called key. The read operation assigns the retrieved value to a local variable var, while the write operation updates the corresponding value to val. Insert and delete operations are treated as special write operations. Client issues a request containing a procedure name and a list of parameter values to initiate the execution of a procedure instance, called a transaction. A request is dispatched to a single database worker thread, which performs the initiated transaction to either commit or abort.
TARS employs conventional command-logging approach [19] to minimize the runtime overhead for transaction processing. In particular, group commit is employed to amortize the I/O cost of committing a batch of transactions. Following the state-of-the-art technique [33, 37] , logger threads are spawned to periodically dump committed transactions to the secondary storage; after that, corresponding transaction results are sent back to clients in group. Logs generated for transactions that are persisted together are packed into a log batch. The batch size is fully determined by the group commit frequency. Entries in each log batch is strictly ordered according to the transaction commitment order.
TARS masks outages using the sequence of persistent commandlog batches. When a system failure occurs, TARS reloads the recorded command-log batches from the secondary storage. From the reloaded sequence of log batches, TARS then re-executes the corresponding transactions strictly following the transaction execution order captured in each batch. The replay of these transactions is performed in a high degree of parallelism, through a combination of static and dynamic analyses.
Both the logging and log reloading mechanisms can be performed in parallel, and we refer to [34, 37] for detailed discussions. In this paper, we focus on parallelizing the replay of command logs.
The workflow of TARS's failure-recovery mechanism is shown in Figure 1 . At compile time, TARS performs static analysis over a collection of stored procedures and decomposes them into multiple conflict-free units, which are organized into a precedence graph. On confronting system failures, TARS reloads the latest checkpoints as well as the command logs from secondary storage. After that, TARS integrates these statically extracted knowledge to re-execute strictly ordered transactions with a very high degree of parallelism, which is attained through efficient dynamic analysis. In the following section, we elaborate these analysis techniques in detail.
TARS DESIGN
TARS achieves speedy failure recovery with a combination of static and dynamic analyses. In this section, we show how TARS leverages static analysis to extract transaction dependencies out of predefined stored procedures at compile time (Section 4.1), and how lightweight dynamic analysis is used to achieve high degree of multicore scalability during recovery time (Sections 4.2 and 4.3). We further elaborate how TARS handles non-deterministic and adhoc transactions with a unified model (Section 4.4). We close this section with a discussion on TARS's static analysis (Section 4.5).
Static Analysis
TARS performs static analysis at compile time to explore any potential opportunity for parallelization hidden within and across transactions. Starting from intra-procedure analysis, TARS first decomposes each stored procedure to reveal operation relations at both program and database layers, and then integrates these relations to further identify cross-procedure dependencies.
Intra-Procedure Analysis
TARS statically extracts operation dependencies from each stored procedure and constructs a precedence graph to characterize the execution of the transactions instantiated from the procedure. Following classic program-analysis techniques [22] , TARS identifies flow dependency that captures two types of relations depicted in the structured flow of a program: (1) define-use relation between two operations where the value returned by the preceding operation is used as input of the following operation; (2) control relation between two operations where the output of the preceding operation determines whether the following operation should be executed.
These two relations indicate the happen-before properties at program layer, and partially restrict the execution order of the involved operations in a single stored procedure. To illustrate these dependencies, consider the pseudocode in Figure 2a resembling a banktransfer example. This stored procedure transfers certain amount of money from a user's current account to her spouse's, and returns one dollar bonus back to the user's saving account. We say that the operation in Line 5 is dependent on that in Line 4, because the write operation uses the variable srcVal defined by the preceding read operation. Operations in Lines 4-9 are dependent on the preceding read operation in Line 2 that generates the variable dst, which is placed on the decision-making statement in Line 3.
Classic program-analysis techniques, including points-to analysis [29] and control-dependency analysis [3] , can efficiently extract these program-layer relations from stored procedures, and programindependent operations can be potentially executed concurrently at runtime [4] . However, such analysis approaches ignore the data conflicts brought by parallel database access. To address this problem, TARS further introduces data dependency among operations to
dst<-read(Spouse, src) 3. if(dst!="NULL"){ 4. srcVal<-read(Current, src) 5. write(Current, src, srcVal-amount) 6. dstVal<-read(Current, dst) 7. write(Current, dst, dstVal+amount) 8. bonus<-read(Saving, src) 9. write(Saving, src, bonus+1) capture potential order constraints concealed at the database layer. Specifically, we say that two operations are data-dependent if both access the same table and at least one modifies. In the bank-transfer example, operations in Lines 4-7 are mutually data-dependent because they all access the Current table. All the dependencies in Bank-transfer example are illustrated in Figure 2b .
The dependencies extracted at both program and database layers can constrain the execution order of the database operations in a single stored procedure. However, they differ in detailed semantics. Flow dependency captures must-happen-before semantics, meaning that a certain operation can never be executed until its flow-dependent operations have finished execution. In contrast, data dependency in fact only extracts may-happen-before semantics, and runtime information can be incorporated to relax this constraint, as will be elaborated in Section 4.2. To guarantee determinism, the static analysis should conservatively preserve all the must-and may-happen-before relations. Based on this intuition, TARS decomposes each procedure into a collection of atomic, parameterized units called procedure slices, or slices for short. A decomposition of the bank-transfer example is shown in Figure 3 . A procedure slice is a segment of a procedure program containing operations accessing the same table in the database. Flowcontrol statements, such as If-Else, For, and While, can also be encoded in the corresponding slice. Procedure slices are orderpreserving, in that all the operations in a slice are placed in the relative order as they appear in the original procedure. We say a slice sj is intra-dependent on si if there exists an operation oq in sj that is flow-dependent on any operation op in si. In contrast, data-dependent operations must be grouped into the same slice. The slice-level dependencies inside a stored procedure are further depicted in a directed acyclic intra-procedure precedence graph, which is constructed following Algorithm 1. Initially, each operation forms a unit procedure slice. The algorithm iteratively merges slices until every pair of operations from different slices is dataindependent. Intra-dependent slices are further connected with a directed edge depicting the execution order. Procedure slices may be mutually dependent, forming a dependency cycle. TARS breaks such cycle by directly merging all the involved slices into a larger slice, ensuring the acyclicity of the constructed graph. Figure 5a illustrates the constructed precedence graph for bank-transfer example. Operations listed in Lines 4-7 of Figure 2a are packed into the same procedure slice, because these operations are mutually data-dependent. Slices T2 and T3 are both intra-dependent on T1 because the operations in T2 and T3 cannot be executed until the variable dst has been assigned in the preceding read operation in Line 2.
Algorithm 1: Build intra-procedure precedence graph.
Input : a sequence of database operations O = {o1, o2, . . . , on} in a stored procedure p Output: an intra-procedure precedence graph g containing a set of slices S = {s1, s2, . . . , sm}
Initialization:
Merge slices: while exists op and oq respectively from si and sj that are data-dependent do merge si and sj into a new slice s k ;
Build graph: foreach slice pair si, sj in S do if sj is dependent on si then draw a directed edge from si to sj ;
Break cycles: foreach slice pair si, sj in S do if si and sj are mutually dependent then merge si and sj into a new slice s k ;
TARS re-executes a transaction as a collection of transaction pieces. Each transaction piece is essentially an instantiation of a procedure slice of the corresponding procedure. The instantiation requires a list of parameters passed from a transaction piece instantiated from its parent procedure slices. As an example, slice T2 in Figure 3 instantiates a transaction piece by taking a parameter list containing src, dst, and amount delivered from its parent slice T1. Throughout this paper, we say a transaction invocation activates a collection of pieces from the corresponding transaction, and piece pi from procedure slice si initiates the execution of a piece pj from slice sj if si is a parent of sj.
Inter-Procedure Analysis
TARS further performs inter-procedure analysis to investigate unrevealed operation dependencies across stored procedures. The precedence graphs constructed from each procedure are integrated into a larger inter-procedure precedence graph, which not only inherits the dependencies observed in each individual procedure but also captures implicit dependencies among the instantiated transactions. We say two transactions are dependent if reversing their order of execution may change the resulting database state or query outputs. Such inter-dependency relation is materialized from slices of different stored procedures accessing the same table. The logic for constructing an inter-procedure precedence graph is shown in Algorithm 2. The algorithm begins with packaging each procedure slice into a unit procedure block, or block for short. Blocks containing inter-dependent slices are recursively combined into a larger block. If more than one slice originated from the same procedure are inserted into the same block, then these slices will be merged. We say a procedure block bj is dependent on block bi if there exists a slice sn from bj that is intra-dependent on a certain slice sm from bi. The constructed graph must be acyclic. As a result, slices from mutually dependent procedure blocks are encapsulated into a larger block. Due to the acyclicity property of the graph, procedure blocks can be partially ranked in a topological order.
Algorithm 2: Build inter-procedure precedence graph.
Input : intra-procedure precedence graphs G = {g1, g2, . . . , gn} from each procedure Output: an inter-procedure precedence graph G containing a set of blocks B = {b1, b2, . . . , bm}
Initialization: B = {{si} | si is a procedure slice of a graph gi in G}; To give a concrete example, we introduce a second stored procedure depositing money to the specified bank account, as shown in Figure 4 . The inter-procedure precedence graph built from banktransfer and bank-deposit procedures is shown in Figure 5c . We say that T2 and D1 are inter-dependent slices residing in the same procedure block B β , since they both access the Current table. Note that the dependency between Bα and Bγ is omitted in the figure as it can be inferred from the dependency between Bα and B β and that between B β and Bγ . In addition to the order constraints set by the intra-procedure analysis, the inter-procedure precedence graph further restricts the execution order of pieces originated from different transactions, in that all the pieces instantiated from inter-dependent slices should be executed in sequence, without any interleaving.
Log Recovery
The static analysis described above conservatively investigates the static properties of transactions. This prior knowledge further lays the foundation for speedy command-log replay, allowing TARS to re-execute transactions with high degree of parallelism. In this subsection, we describe in detail how TARS recovers lost states in parallel from persisted command logs.
Overview
TARS extracts fine-grained parallelism through efficient dynamic analysis during recovery time. The dynamic analysis in TARS extracts both coarse-grained and fine-grained intra-batch parallelism when re-executing a log batch. Specifically, the goal of coarsegrained parallelism is to enable pieces that access different tables to be executed in parallel, while the goal of fine-grained parallelism is to enable pieces that access the same table to be executed in parallel. The coarse-grained parallelism is extracted through a onepass scan over each log batch (see Section 4.2.2), and the finegrained parallelism is extracted through parameter checking over each piece-set (see Section 4.2.3).
Coarse-Grained Intra-Batch Parallelisms
TARS re-executes transactions in a log batch as a collection of transaction pieces with an order-preserving schedule. Specifically, an execution schedule enforces two ordering requirements within a log batch: first, the logging order that ensures the correct execution sequence among pieces from different transactions; second, the topological order of the precedence graph 1 that ensures the correct execution sequence among pieces from a single transaction. The established schedule will delay the execution of a transaction piece until all of its dependent pieces from the same and preceding transactions have finished execution. Figure 6 illustrates the re-execution of a log batch containing three transactions instantiated from Transfer and Deposit procedures. Transactions in the batch are executed as a flow of pieces, 1 In the event that there are multiple possible topological orders for the precedence graph G, TARS simply picks one of them as the topological order for G. each of which is denoted as P m λ , where m identifies the transaction order in the batch, and λ identifies the block order in the inter-procedure precedence graph. For instance, the first transaction is split to P 1 α , P 1 β , and P 1 γ , because the slices decomposed from Transfer are assigned to blocks Bα, B β , and Bγ shown in Figure 5c . TARS explicitly constrains the execution order of these pieces. Specifically, for any pair of pieces P m λ and P n µ , P n µ will not be executed until the completion of P m λ , on the condition that m ≤ n and λ ≤ µ (m = n or λ = µ). Note that due to the property of topological ordering, λ and µ can be incomparable, and in this case, no execution-order constraint is set between P m λ and P n µ , regardless of the value of m and n.
Based on the flow structure, a straightforward scheduling approach is to execute transaction pieces one at a time, and a piece can be executed until all its parent pieces have finished execution. This approach ensures order-preserving execution, but it unfortunately incurs overly expensive coordination overhead when concurrent execution is enabled. This is because any transaction piece will need to initiate the execution of its child pieces, and such initiation essentially requires accessing synchronization primitives for notifying concurrent threads. As a consequence, the completion of piece P 1 β results in two primitive accesses for the initiation of P 2 β and P 1 γ , while piece P 2 β directly leads to three coordination requests. TARS solves this problem by initiating the execution of pieces in groups. Specifically, we call the collection of pieces originated from the same procedure block as a piece-set. In Figure 6 , P 1 α and P 3 α fall into P Sα, while P 1 β , P 2 β , and P 3 β belong to P S β . TARS executes each piece-set with a single thread 2 , and the completion of a piece-set is accompanied with one or more coordination requests, each of which initiates the execution of a certain subsequent pieceset. Such scheduling method can help optimize the re-execution of a log batch shown in Figure 6 . The execution output generated by each piece from P Sα are delivered together, triggering the execution of P S β with only one coordination request. For a large batch of transactions, this approach can improve the system performance significantly, as we shall see in our extensive experimental study. We establish such schedule through a one-pass scan over the log batch, as shown in Algorithm 3. The algorithm begins with initializing an empty piece-set for each block in the precedence graph. As a log batch comes, TARS scans each transaction in sequence, splits it into multiple pieces according to the decomposition scheme produced at the static-analysis stage, and further inserts each piece into the corresponding piece-set according to the block order.
The one-pass scan in Algorithm 3 can be performed in parallel. Given a batch of transactions, TARS logically divides the batch into several equal-sized segments, with each thread scanning only one Algorithm 3: Scan log batch.
input : an inter-procedure precedence graph G containing procedure blocks B = {b1, b2, . . . , bm} and a log batch T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} output: a schedule graph GS containing a set of piece-sets R = {r1, r2, . . . , rm}
Initialization:
Activate pieces: foreach transaction ti in T do get the corresponding stored procedure spt i ; for each slice sj originated from spt i do activate a transaction piece pj for sj and insert pj into corresponding piece-set rs j ; segment of the batch. This approach does not break the execution determinism, since the global order of the transactions can be easily preserved in each segment.
With the established schedule, TARS can execute independent piece-sets, such as P Sγ and P S δ in Figure 6 , in parallel, according to the dependency relations depicted in the inter-procedure precedence graph. This is essentially the parallelism that can be extracted by TARS's static analysis. However, such parallelism is still too coarse-grained, and unable to exploit a higher degree of parallelism.
Fine-Grained Intra-Batch Parallelisms
TARS explores higher recovery performance by parallelizing the processing of a piece-set through lightweight parameter checking. The intuition is that the read and write sets of each transaction piece can be identified by checking the input parameter values at replay time, and two operations in the same piece-set can be executed in parallel if they fall into different key spaces, which are defined as a collection of records identified by the same key. Specifically, we call such two operations as distinct operations. Figure 7 illustrates the execution of the piece-set P S β in Figure 6 containing three pieces instantiated from T2 and D1. The records accessed by each operation in these pieces can be extracted directly by checking the parameter values. For example, the parameter value Amy in the piece P 1 β identifies the accessed record for the first two operations listed in slice T2, while Bob identifies the accessed record for the remaining two operations. These two pairs of operations, provided with different keys, are distinct, and can proceed in parallel without coordination. Similarly, the accessed record of the operations in P 2 β is determined by the parameter value Bob. While the two operations in P 2 β can be executed in parallel with those identified with Amy and Carrie from other pieces, these two operations cannot start execution until the completion of the last two operations in P 1 β . This is because the execution of TARS is fully deterministic, and the transaction replay order must be always preserved.
The parameter checking efficiently extracts read and write sets for each piece and parallelizes the access operations within a pieceset. But such parallelism within a piece-set cannot be exploited if two distinct operations are flow-dependent (see Section 4.1), meaning that the execution of one operation must happen before that of the other, according to the flow structure of the program. However, in real-world applications, such flow dependencies exhibited between two distinct operations are rare within a single piece-set. We identify two interesting patterns for flow dependencies: The execution of a piece-set containing three pieces. A parameter can determine the records to be accessed by the following database statements.
Identity-access pattern. An identity-access (or called read-modifywrite [33] ) pattern reads a row from a table and immediately writes the same row. This pattern occurs when an application updates a specified record. In Figure 2a , Lines 4-5, Lines 6-7, and Lines 8-9 all follow this pattern. A closer inspection reveals that this pattern can be examined at static time by checking the invariance of the primary-key variables for two flow-dependent operations (e.g., src in Lines 4-5), and such an invariance indeed rules out the unpleasant flow dependency between two distinct operations. Access operations carried by the piece-sets shown in Figure 7 actually exhibit such a pattern. The operations accessing Amy, Bob, and Carrie can proceed in parallel, because all the flow dependencies are located on a single key space, as is depicted in Figure 8 . To guarantee determinism, the only order constraint is that operations accessing the same row should be executed in serial, and any interleaving is not allowed. Relational-access pattern. In a relational-access pattern, an operation reads a row r1 from a table and then writes a related row r2 in another table, where r1 (or r2) has a foreign key that refers to r2 (or r1). Line 2 and Lines 4-5 in Figure 2 share this pattern 3 , as the specific rows to be accessed in tables Customer and Current can be determined by src, meaning that these operations actually belong to the same key space. In fact, this pattern is commonly used in querying relational databases [26] , and it also appears when accessing derived tables, which is a statement-local temporary table created for speeding up query processing. Let us consider another example in Figure 9 showing multiple operations accessing rows in tables Customer and Current. While there exists several dependency relations connecting records in different tables, all the connected operations can be partitioned into the same key space. This pattern, like the identity-access pattern, can be validated through static invariance checking, and it only restricts that operations accessing the same key space should be executed in strict sequence at runtime. Figure 9 : Relational access. Flow dependencies (depicted as the curved arrows) appear only between operations accessing records that can be identified by the same key.
These two patterns are common in real-world applications. In our analysis of fifteen well-known OLTP benchmarks [2], we observe that all the existing flow dependencies in these benchmarks fall into these two patterns. Moreover, our extensive experimental studies also confirmed this observation.
Observing these two patterns, fine-grained parallelism can be exploited when processing piece-sets. TARS performs a one-pass scan over a group of parameter values to partition a piece-set into multiple piece-subsets, each of which is mapped to a certain key space. Operations residing in the same piece-subset should be executed in serial to guarantee determinism. A certain piece-set can be executed if either one of the two requirements is satisfied: (1) there is no parent piece-sets; (2) all its parent piece-sets have finished processing. The completion of each piece-set is accompanied with an invocation to a callback function which sets a finish flag and optionally passes the output results to subsequent piece-sets.
Inter-Batch Parallelisms
TARS re-executes a sequence of log batches successively. Interbatch parallelism is further extracted through pipelining, based on the observation that the re-execution of every log batch shares exactly the same inter-procedure precedence graph, and a piece-set from a log batch can proceed without waiting for the full completion of the previous batch. Figure 10 gives a brief comparison between a synchronous re-execution model with the pipelined reexecution model. Instead of relying on synchronization barriers for coordinating threads after processing each log batch, pipelining extracts more parallelism, allowing a piece-set to proceed once its counterpart in the previous batch has finished execution. 
Recovery Runtime
TARS re-executes transactions as a pipeline of deterministic dataflow processing, which is facilitated by the combination of the static and dynamic analyses described above. Given the inter-procedure precedence graph generated at the static-analysis stage, TARS assigns a certain number of cores to each of the procedure blocks to fully parallelize the transaction re-execution. Transactions instantiated from a log batch is executed across the cores by generating a collection of piece-sets. Specifically, once a procedure block receives a group of parameter values for initiating the executing of its corresponding piece-set, the block performs a one-pass scan over the parameter values and further dispatches the access operations inside the piece-set into its attached cores. These cores process the received operations in parallel, without nondeterministic coordination at runtime. To achieve load balancing, workload distribution of each block is estimated during log reloading time so as to measure the core counts that should be assigned to each block.
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Core6 Core5 Core4 Core3 Figure 11 : Deployment of TARS. The workload distribution on each block (Bα, B β , Bγ , and B δ ) is 16%, 50%, 17%, and 17%. Figure 11 shows the deployment of TARS when recovering database states for an application containing the Transfer and Deposit procedures. As the block B β accounts for 50% of the transaction workload, 3 cores will be assigned to this block. Transactions from a log batch will be immediately split into four piece-sets, one for each block. The piece-set allocated to block B β cannot start executing until its preceding piece-set in block Bα has finished execution. Based on the dynamic analysis, the operations in the piece-set corresponding to B β are further dispatched to the three assigned cores. A log batch is recovered once all the generated piece-sets have finished execution.
Block
Extended Transaction Support
TARS adopts conventional command logging to preserve database durability. However, a known drawback of command logging is that the execution behavior of a transaction containing nondeterministic operations cannot be precisely captured [19] . Let us take the limiting query as an example. Replaying a query like SELECT * FROM FOO LIMIT 10 may not yield a consistent result, as the order of the records retrieved from the underlying tree index is nondeterministic. Following the existing solution [19] , TARS employs value logging for nondeterministic transactions, and every row-level modification of these transactions will be persisted into secondary storage. Value logging in TARS is also adopted for persisting ad-hoc transactions that do not invoke any stored procedures. This is because the runtime behaviors of ad-hoc transactions can hardly be modeled, due to the absence of static analysis. We call these nondeterministic or ad-hoc transactions as uncertain transactions.
Due to the existence of both command logs and value logs, a unified re-execution model is designed to ensure the generality of the proposed recovery mechanism. TARS addresses this issue by treating the replay of a value-logged transaction as the processing of a write-only transaction. With the full knowledge of a transaction's write set, high degree of parallelism is easily extracted, as each write operation can be dispatched to the corresponding piece-subset of a certain block through dynamic analysis described in Section 4.2. Note that the replay of the value logs produced by uncertain transactions should still follow the strict replay order captured in the log batches. As such, TARS's solution enables the unification of recovery for command logging and value logging.
Discussion
In the database literature, transaction chopping [28] has been used to partition large transactions into a collection of pieces for reduced lock contentions in transaction execution. By constructing SC-graph for transactions prior to execution, transaction chopping resorts to certain concurrency-control mechanism, such as timestamp ordering or two-phase locking, for serializing transactions. This pure static analysis, unfortunately, violates the determinism requirement in failure recovery. In fact, even if the determinism constraints can be satisfied through order-preserving protocol, this approach still leads to very coarse-grained decomposition with much fewer opportunities to exploit parallelism. Let us reconsider the banking examples in Figures 3 and 4 . Transaction chopping conservatively merges T2 and T3, D1 and D2 into two super pieces, due to the existence of a large SC-cycle, as shown in Figure 12a . With the constructed SC-graph, transaction chopping resorts to certain concurrency-control protocol, such as twophase locking, to explore concurrency and serialize transactions at runtime. However, such a mechanism cannot guarantee determinism, which is required for failure recovery. TARS in contrast designs its static analysis specifically for deterministic re-execution, where transactions are replayed following a strict order. With this ordering guarantee, the static analysis in TARS no longer needs to keep track of the conflicts among transactions, so that finer-grained program decomposition can be generated. As shown in Figure 12b , the execution order of T2, T3, D1, and D2 are decided before processing, thus piece merging is no longer required in TARS's static analysis. With the help of dynamic analysis, TARS extracts high degree of parallelism by relaxing the order constraints at runtime.
EVALUATION
We implemented TARS in XDB, a main-memory database prototype developed in C++ that supports high-performance multicore transaction execution. As a highlight, we have automated the static analysis in TARS by utilizing LLVM Pass framework [1] . In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of TARS, by seeking to answer the following key questions:
1. Does TARS bring significant logging overhead to transaction processing?
2. How does each proposed mechanism contribute to the performance of TARS during failure recovery?
3. Can TARS achieve high degree of parallelism on multicores during failure recovery?
We performed all the experiments on a single server running Ubuntu 14.04 with four 10-core Intel Xeon Processor E7-4820 clocked at 1.9 GHz, yielding a total of 40 physical cores. Each core owns a private 32 KB L1 cache and a private 256 KB L2 cache. Every 10 cores share a 25 MB L3 cache and a 64 GB local DRAM. The server has a 512 GB SSD with maximum read and write throughput at 550 and 520 MB/s respectively.
Throughout our experiments, we evaluated system performance using two well-known benchmarks [9] , including TPC-C and Smallbank. In particular, the contention of the TPC-C benchmark can be controlled by varying the number of warehouses, and smaller number of warehouses indicates higher level of contention. The contention of the Smallbank benchmark is controlled by a parameter θ, which indicates the skewness of the Zipfian distribution.
Logging Overhead
Command Logging v.s. Value Logging
We begin our experiments by investigating whether the command logging strategy adopted by TARS brings significant logging overhead to transaction processing. To compare the performance of different logging schemes, we configure XDB to employ optimistic concurrency control (OCC) for serializing transactions. We also implemented command logging and value logging on XDB, and the implementation faithfully follows that proposed by Zheng et al [37] . Figure 13 shows the logging overhead in XDB using the TPC-C benchmark. The number of warehouses is set to be equal to the number of cores, and the number of logger threads is set to 4. We use two types of underlying storages, namely, an SSD and an in-memory file system (tmpfs) 4 , to evaluate the overhead of each logging scheme for two different storage throughputs. As the figure indicates, the overhead brought by command logging is negligible regardless of the storage throughput. In particular, recording command logs to SSDs with 36 worker threads enabled brings merely 15% performance degradation. Under the same setting, applying value logging can however lower the transaction rate by 50%. In fact, even if adopting the volatile tmpfs as the underlying storage, value logging still results in 24% decrease in transaction rate. Such loss mainly comes from large amounts of storage I/O, as value logging usually leads to much larger log size for most of the OLTP workloads. This is confirmed by the numbers reported in Table 1 . Note that our performance comparison between value and command logging is consistent with the trends reported by Malviya et al [19] . To sum up, our results have confirmed the efficiency of command logging in transaction processing. Table 1 : Log size per one-million transactions. The last column presents the ratio of log sizes achieved by value logging and command logging.
Uncertain Transactions
While applying command logging to persist transactions that are issued from stored procedures, TARS still requires value logging to record uncertain transactions, as explained in Section 4.4. In this experiment, we study whether the presence of uncertain transactions can lead to higher logging overhead to the system runtime. Similar with the previous experiment, we use 36 cores to process transactions and 4 cores to persist logs. In this experiment, We randomly taint some transactions as uncertain transactions and measure the corresponding transaction rate with TARS's hybrid logging strategy adopted. As shown in Figure 14 , the transaction rate achieved by XDB drops linearly with increasing percentages of uncertain transactions. When 100% of the transactions are uncertain, TARS's logging scheme is indeed equivalent to pure value logging, which causes noticeable performance degradation to system runtime. In fact, such degradation can be exacerbated by the decrease of storage throughput. Based on these results, we confirm that the overhead brought TARS's logging scheme is no worse than value logging. As most transactions in modern OLTP applications are deterministic and issued from stored procedures [30] , we expect that TARS's hybrid logging scheme brings limited cost to transaction processing. This subsection has confirmed the effectiveness of the logging mechanism adopted by TARS. From the next subsection, we discuss how TARS faciliates database recovery when system fails.
Performance Analysis
In this subsection, we perform a detailed experimental study using the TPC-C benchmark to analyze the effectiveness of each proposed mechanism in TARS. Note that this subsection merely evaluates the performance of each scheme during the log-replay phase, and detailed discussions on the overall recovery performance is presented in the next subsection. Figure 15 shows a simplified inter-procedure precedence graph of the TPC-C benchmark generated by TARS's static analysis. Procedures in this benchmark provide a warehouse ID as an input parameter for each instantiated transaction. Following the standard configuration, the transaction workload comprises 4% Delivery, 47% Payment, and 49% NewOrder. Note that read-only transactions are ignored as these transactions do not generate any logs during execution. Figure 16 shows the recovery rate achieved by TARS's pure static analysis. As the number of cores increases from 1 to 3, the recovery rate climbs from 100 K to over 200 K transactions per second (tps). But beyond this point, the recovery rate stops increasing and there is no further performance gain brought from the increased core count. This is because TARS's static analysis extracts only coarsegrained parallelism for log replay, and dynamic analysis needs to be incorporated to fully utilize the underlying multicore architecture. The same figure also shows the recovery rate yielded by a modified transaction chopping scheme, which is adapted to database recovery by performing procedure analysis and enforcing transaction ordering (see Section 5) . The exhibited result indicates that the recovery rate yielded by transaction chopping is always worse than that achieved by TARS's static analysis. As explained previously, this is because TARS determines the execution order prior to system runtime, and such order information enables TARS to extract finergrained parallelism at static time. We also note that TARS's full performance is indeed further facilitated by the dynamic analysis applied at runtime. In contrast, the transaction chopping approach is unable to incorporate runtime information to further boost its system performance. Hence, the adapted transaction chopping approach is not attractive for database recovery. 
Static Analysis
Dynamic Analysis
We next examine the effectiveness of the dynamic analysis in TARS. Dynamic analysis helps in dispatching the access operations to different cores so as to seek higher degree of parallelism when replaying transactions. We analyze the benefits brought by intra-and inter-batch parallelisms separately by comparing the synchronous execution model with the pipelined one (see Section 4.2.4). Figure 17 shows that, with intra-parallelism enabled, TARS yields over 10 times higher recovery rate compared to that achieved by pure static analysis, reflecting the efficiency of intra-batch parallelism. However, such performance can be further improved with interbatch parallelism exploited. By adopting the pipelined execution model, the recovery rate of TARS climbs near-linearly towards 3,000 K tps when utilizing 40 cores. This result confirms that both the intra-and inter-batch parallelism extracted in TARS can help improve the system performance, resulting in high scalability when replaying transactions. 
Time Breakdown
Having understood how each proposed mechanism contributes to the system performance, we further investigate the performance bottleneck of TARS. The system bottleneck can potentially come from three sources. First, the dynamic analysis in TARS requires each batch to go through parameter checking for obtaining intrabatch parallelism, possibly blocking the subsequent tasks; second, the coordination of multicores requires each core to access a shared data structure, potentially resulting in intensive data races; third, the load imbalance among cores may lead to certain cores having to wait for its dependent tasks to complete (see Section 4.3). We break down the replay time of TARS and show the result in Figure 18 . By scaling TARS to 40 cores, the load imbalance becomes the major bottleneck, occupying around 25% of the total replay time. In contrast, the dynamic analysis and the shared structure access are very lightweight, without leading to high overhead. Observing the performance bottleneck in TARS, better load balancing strategies can be employed to further optimize the performance. In the experiments presented above, we confirmed the effectiveness of the static and dynamic analyses in TARS. We also point out that load imbalance is the key bottleneck in TARS.
Log Recovery
This subsection evaluates the performance of TARS for database recovery by comparing it with the following mechanisms:
Parallel value-log recovery (PVR) is the state-of-the-art approach for value-log recovery [37] . Persisted logs are reloaded into memory using multiple threads and all the encapsulated operations are reinstalled into the database with the last-writer-wins rule applied to further reduce the recovery time.
Sequential command-log recovery (SCR) is the conventional approach for command-log recovery. Transactions are re-executed in sequence with a single thread once command logs are reloaded into the memory in parallel.
Log Replay
Before starting our discussion on the overall recovery performance achieved by each scheme, we first focus our attention on evaluating their performance for replaying logs. Figure 19a shows the recovery rate of each scheme achieved during the log-replay phase using the TPC-C benchmark. Compared with the other two schemes, SCR achieves an extremely low recovery rate that is independent of the increase of the core count. This is because SCR merely utilizes a single thread for replaying transactions, wasting the resources provided by the multicore architecture. PVR is the most scalable one among all the compared schemes. This is because PVR only requires installing lost updates of each transaction without re-executing the whole transaction, and excellent scalability can be easily achieved. With 40 cores enabled, TARS attains a recovery rate that is 30% lower than that achieved by PVR. Such performance gap is mainly due to the cost brought by re-executing program logic, but considering that TARS only requires recording very coarse-grained logs during transaction processing, this is indeed a very good performance especially compared with that yielded by SCR. As we shall see, this result actually enables TARS to generate a much better overall performance when the log-reloading time is taken into account. We also performed a similar experiment on the Smallbank Benchmark, where the skewness parameter θ is set to 0. Somewhat surprisingly, different from the result generated in the TPC-C benchmark, TARS achieves 4.2 times higher recovery rate compared to PVR with 40 cores enabled. The key reason for this result is that PVR still requires synchronization primitives to guarantee the atomicity of each update installation. However, TARS pre-orders the transactions prior to replay, and synchronization overhead is fully eliminated. We further analyze whether each log-replay scheme is robust to workload skewness. Figure 20a shows the result using the TPC-C benchmark. With the number of warehouses changed from 20 to 4, the recovery rate yielded by PVR drops by over 25%. The key reason is that the PVR requires synchronization to install updates, and coordinating accesses to conflicting records can lead to expensive overhead, especially for those stored in the Warehouse and District tables. In contrast, TARS sustains a high recovery rate even under highly contended workload. This is because TARS accesses contended records using a single independent thread, without requiring lock protection. Furthermore, over 95% of the efforts in TARS are spent on executing accesses to lowly-contended records (e.g., records in the OrderLine, Item, and Stock tables) with high degree of parallelism, thus the achieved transaction rate is invariant to the increase of number of warehouses. Similar result is also produced using the Smallbank benchmark shown in Figure 20b . Due to the same reason, PVR's performance drops drastically once the skewness parameter θ increases to over 0.7. Next, we evaluate the overall performance of each tested mechanism using the TPC-C benchmark. Figure 21 shows the latency required for recovering 100 million transactions that are lost due to system crash. In this experiment, we use SSD as the underlying storage. Unsurprisingly, SCR requires a much longer time for recovery compared with the other two schemes. While SCR only needs to reload command logs from the underlying storage, its serial re-execution of transactions makes it unattractive for recovering databases on multicores. While achieving near-linear scalability during log-replay phase, the PVR's overall performance is unattractive. In fact, it still requires over 300 seconds for recovery even when 40 cores are utilized. The major reason is that PVR needs to reload value logs from the underlying storage, and such performance can be strictly bounded by the storage throughput as well as the memory allocator. As shown in Figure 22 , PVR spends over 90% of the time for log reloading when 40 cores are enabled. However, when utilizing 4 cores, reloading logs only costs 60% of the total time. This confirmed that log-reloading phase is the major bottleneck of PVR. Due to this reason, PVR's latency drops only sub-linearly with the increase of core count. TARS in comparison achieves excellent performance for recovering command logs. As the log size generated by command logging is much smaller compared to value logging, TARS only needs to spend less than 20% of its time for reloading logs, and its high scalability in log-replay phase further ensures a superior overall performance. 
Overall Performance
Uncertain Transactions
In this experiment, we measure how the presence of uncertain transactions influence TARS's latency when restoring 1 million transactions using 40 cores. Figure 23a shows the result. By varying the percentage of uncertain transactions from 0% to 100%, the recovery latency yielded by TARS increases linearly. The time breakdown indicates that log reloading is essentially the major bottleneck for recovery, and the increase of reloading time is because uncertain transactions require value-logging scheme to guarantee correctness. As shown in Figure 23b depicts, the recovery rate of TARS in contrast remains stable. This is because the generalized re-execution model adopted by TARS ensures that fine-grained parallelism can be extracted even if hybrid logging scheme is adopted. The experiment results reported in this subsection confirmed that TARS achieves a much lower latency for recovering lost database states compared with the state-of-the-art recovery schemes.
RELATED WORK
Database durability. Main-memory database systems have long been criticized for their durability problems [8, 17, 19, 27, 37] . Such database achieves fault tolerance using a combination of checkpointing and logging mechanisms.
Among the research studies of checkpointing algorithms, Cao et al. [6] proposed two snapshotting approaches, called Wait-Free ZigZag and Wait-Free Ping-Pong, for fast persistence of long-running applications. Liedes et al. [17] introduced a consistency-preserving and memory-efficient checkpointing based on software-level tupleshadowing technique. Kemper et al. [15] , in contrast, adopted hardwareassisted copy-on-write mechanism to achieve fast database checkpointing. While these approaches have greatly reduced the checkpoint overhead, our studies, as well as several previous works [19, 37] , have shown that log replay is in fact the real bottleneck of the entire database-recovery phase.
Logging-and-replay techniques face a performance tradeoff between transaction processing and failure recovery. While value (a.k.a. ARIES-style) logging [20] offers faster recovery, command logging [18, 19] incurs minimal overhead at runtime. Existing works largely focused on optimizing value logging mechanisms including log compression [8, 16] and hardware support [13, 23, 34, 37] . Yao et al. [35] investigated the recovery costs between command logging and value logging in distributed in-memory databases. As a significant departure from existing works, TARS achieves high performance in both durability and recovery by optimizing logreplay mechanism for command-logging approach.
Transaction analysis. The idea behind TARS is inspired by transaction-chopping technique, which analyzes possible transaction conflicts using SC-cycles [28] . In fact, the database community has investigated various types of transaction-partition techniques for improved transaction-execution performance [5, 10, 11] .
Transaction-chopping technique is also applied to several modern database applications. Zhang et al. [36] proposed transaction chain to achieve serializability in geo-distributed databases, and Mu et al. [21] tracked dependencies between concurrent transactions to optimize distributed transactions in high contention scenario. Both works adopted transaction chopping directly, without exploring the properties of parameterized stored procedures. Dora [24] decomposes transactions into smaller actions and further binds thread to data for reduced lock contention in transaction execution, but this system still requires two phase locking to serialize transactions. Thomson et al. [31] split each transaction to several dependent segments to achieve deterministic transaction execution, but their approach requires reordering of lock-starvation transactions, which is not allowed when restoring lost database state. Different from these works, TARS performs static analysis and resorts to dynamic analysis for achieving parallel command-log replay.
CONCLUSION
We have developed TARS, a database-recovery mechanism that achieves speedy failure recovery without introducing any costly overhead to the transaction processing. By leveraging a combination of static and dynamic analyses, TARS exploits fine-grained parallelism for replaying coarse-grained command logs. Our experiments on a 40-core confirmed that TARS can yield significantly higher recovery rate compared to the state-of-the-art mechanisms.
